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As a 3D computer animated adventure comedy movie, The Lego Movie may be the most funny movies this year for all ages. It was directed
and co‐written by Phil Lord and Christopher Miller, distributed by Warner Bros. Pictures. The main story is written based on Lego toys line,
which makes the movie more interesting and familiar for kids.

Basic Information of "The Lego Movie"
Here is some basic information and technical specifications about "The Lego Movie".
Runtime: 1 hr 40 min ﴾100 min﴿
Sound Mix: Dolby Digital | Datasat | SDDS
Color: Color
Aspect Ratio: 2.35 : 1
Camera: Arri Alexa
Film Length: 2,757 m ﴾5 reels﴿
Negative Format: Codex ARRIRAW ﴾2.8K﴿ ﴾live action scenes﴿ Digital
Cinematographic Process: Digital ﴾dual‐strip 3‐D﴿ ﴾source format﴿, Digital Intermediate ﴾2K﴿ ﴾master format﴿
Printed Film Format: 35 mm ﴾anamorphic﴿ ﴾Kodak Vision 2383﴿ D‐Cinema ﴾also 3‐D version﴿

The consumers' reviews collection of "The Lego Movie"
As a unique and refreshing animated film, "The Lego Movie" won a lot of positive reviews from many experts and kids and even their
parents. This movie story is appropriate for all ages and attracts many eyes since it's distribute.
Using this program to convert eBooks is much more easier for a people who is not that familiar with computer skills. The whole process
just like a guide, at each single step, the software only lets you do one thing, that will absolutely confused you.
"The Lego Movie is a winner on several levels. There is a good amount of clever gags and I was constantly bursting with laughter. I was
surprised by how it contained so many memorable cameos, pop icons and film references, providing a strong nostalgia factor to older
viewers. The playful approach towards movie clichés made it a really enjoyable and refreshing watch. The animation is absolutely stunning
and the blend of CGI with stop motion worked brilliantly. Everything can be attachable, making the vibe of each scenario feel very unique
and unlike anything you've ever seen. The Lego Movie has plenty of heart too by the end of the journey and it's going to be really tough for
another animated film to surpass its inventiveness and charm." ‐ reviewed by Bruno Youn on imdb .
It of course had negative reviews from somebody who don't like this movie. Anyway eveyone has their own views of everything. But if you
are a Mom/Daddy of a child, you are highly recommended to get this funny movie and watch it with your kid together.

More Related Topic About "The Lego Movie"

As Apple's products become more and more popular, iTunes movie library will be the primary choise for many people to buy or rent their
favorite movies. But if you got "The Lego Movie" from iTunes movies store, you will encounter the problem of DRM technology.But with
Tuneskit DRM Removal software , you can easily get rid off the DRM protection and enjoy the movie anywhere you like with the source
movie quality.

Matt Smith is an amateur writer engaged in Tuneskit in 2013. He is a movie lover
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who write a lot of movie reviews for many websites and blogs.
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